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COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  
OF VTR AND CTR IN DIGITAL VIDEO ADVERTISING

The PR market is gaining momentum every day, and specialists in this field use new technological 
solutions for greater productivity. Modern PR in practice gradually goes online with the target audience. 
But PR and marketing as a science do not keep pace with modern realities in assessing the effectiveness 
of certain technological tools. Subsequently, often new untested tools lead to a loss of traffic and budget. 
This is what makes the goal of the study evaluating the effectiveness of advertising in digital environment 
relevant and significant in practice in comparison with the classical tools of PR-technologies.

This article provides a comparative analysis of the effectiveness of VTR (viewability) and CTR (click-
ability) in digital video advertising. Video advertising on the modern Internet and Smart TV is a frequent 
phenomenon and at this time is considered one of the most effective types of online advertising. Adver-
tising companies and customers use CTR to a greater degree and focus on greater click-throughness of 
advertising. But the visibility and the moment of the effect of advertising remain outside the attention of 
customers and customer-oriented marketers.

According to the analysis carried out, video advertising turned out to be more effective in the con-
text of public relations and image than direct sales and marketing. The article also reveals the new side 
and analyzes the effectiveness of video advertising on CTR and VTR indicators, also provides statistical 
data for visual comparison.

Analysis, methodology and conclusions of this work are relevant, they make a significant contribu-
tion to the effectiveness of the work of specialists in the field of PR and marketing, and can also serve as 
educational material in the training of new specialists.
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Дид житaл ви де ожaрнaмaдaғы VTR жә не СTR тиім ді лі гін сaлыс тырмaлы тaлдaу

PR нaры ғы күн сa йын  қaрқын ды дaмып ке ле ді жә не бұл сaлaдaғы мaмaндaр өнім ді лік ті aрт-
ты ру үшін жaңa тех но ло гиялық ше шім дер ге жү гі не ді. Қaзір гі PR-қыз ме ті мaқсaтты aуди то риясы-
мен бір ге бір тін деп онлaйн ке ңіс тік ке aуы судa. Алaйдa PR мен мaрке тинг ғы лым ре тін де тех но ло-
гиялық құрaлдaрдың тиім ді лі гін бaғaлaудa қaзір гі тә жі ри бе де гі үр діс ке іле се aлмaудa. Осы ның 
сaлдaрынaн жaңa тек се ріл ме ген құрaлдaр трaфик пен бюд жет ті жоғaлтуғa aлып ке ле ді. Бұл дид-
житaл сaлaсындaғы жaрнaмa тиім ді лі гін бaғaлaуды зерт теу дің мaқсaтын PR-тех но ло гиялaрдың 
клaссикaлық құрaлдaры мен сaлыс тырғaндa тә жі ри бе лік тұр ғыдa өзек ті жә не мaңыз ды ете ді.

Бұл мaқaлaдa дид житaл ви де ожaрнaмaдaғы VTR (aяғынa де йін  кө ру) жә не CTR (кликaбельді-
лік) тиім ді лі гі нің сaлыс тырмaлы тaлдaуы кел ті ріл ген. Қaзір гі зaмaнғы ғaлaмтор жә не Smart TV 
ке ңіс ті гін де ви де ожaрнaмa жиі кез де се ді жә не қaзір гі уaқыттa онлaйн-жaрнaмaның тиім ді түр-
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ле рі нің бі рі бо лып сaнaлaды. Жaрнaмa компa ниялaры мен тaпсы рыс бе ру ші лер кө бі не се CTR-ды 
пaйдaлaнaды жә не жaрнaмaның кликaбельді лі гі бaғдaрлaнaды. Бірaқ жaрнaмaның aяғынa де йін  
кө рі луі мен тим ді лі гі тaпсы рыс бе ру ші лер мен клиент ке бaғыттaлғaн мaрке то логтaр нaзaрынaн 
тыс қaлaды.

Ви де ожaрнaмaғa жүр гі зіл ген тaлдaуғa сәй кес бұл құрaл ті ке лей сaты лымдaр мен мaрке ти нг ке 
қaрaғaндa қоғaммен бaйлaныс жә не имидж кон тек сін де не ғұр лым тиім ді бо лып шық ты. Мaқaлaдa 
сондaй-aқ, CTR жә не VTR көр сет кіш те рі бо йын шa ви де ожaрнaмaның тиім ді лі гін бaғaлaу жaңa 
қы рынaн aшыл ды жә не тaлдaнды, сондaй-aқ көр не кі сaлыс ты ру үшін стaтис тикaлық де рек тер 
кел ті ріл ді.

Бұл жұ мыс тың тaлдaуы, ме то до ло гиясы жә не қо ры тын дылaры өзек ті, PR жә не мaрке тинг 
сaлaсындaғы мaмaндaрдың жұ мыс тиім ді лі гі не елеу лі үлес қосaды, сондaй-aқ, жaңa мaмaндaрды 
дa йын дaудa оқу мaте риaлы болa aлaды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: VTR, CTR, дид житaл, имидж, PR, мaрке тинг.
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Срaвни тель ный aнaлиз эф фек тив нос ти VTR и СTR в дид житaл ви деореклaме

Ры нок PR нaбирaет обо ро ты с кaждым днем, и спе циaлис ты в дaнной сфе ре ис поль зуют 
но вые тех но ло ги чес кие ре ше ния для боль шей про дук тив нос ти. Сов ре мен ный PR нa прaкти ке 
пос те пен но пе ре хо дит в онлaйн вмес те с це ле вой aуди то рией. Но PR и мaрке тинг кaк нaукa не ус-
певaют зa сов ре мен ны ми реaлиями в оцен ке эф фек тив нос ти тех или иных тех но ло ги чес ких инс-
тру мен тов. Впос ледст вии, чaсто но вые неп ро ве рен ные инс тру мен ты при во дят к по те ре трaфикa 
и бюд жетa. Это и делaет цель исс ле довa ния оцен ки эф фек тив нос ти реклaмы в дид житaл сре де 
aктуaль ной и знaчи мой в прaкти ке в срaвне нии с клaсси чес ки ми инс тру ментaми PR-тех но ло гий.

В дaнной стaтье при во дит ся срaвни тель ный aнaлиз эф фек тив нос ти VTR (досмaтривaемос-
ть) и CTR (кликaбе льн ость) в дид житaл ви деореклaме. Ви деореклaмa нa сов ре мен ных прос торaх 
ин тер нетa и Smart TV чaстое яв ле ние и нa дaнное вре мя считaет ся од ним из эф фек тив ней ших 
ви дов онлaйн-реклaмы. Реклaмные компa нии и зaкaзчи ки в боль шей сте пе ни ис поль зуют CTR и 
ориен ти руют ся нa боль шую кликaбе льн ость реклaмы. Но досмaтривaемос ть и мо мент эф фектa 
реклaмы остaют ся вне внимa ния зaкaзчи ков и клиен то риен ти ровaнных мaрке то ло гов. 

Соглaсно про ве ден но му aнaли зу ви деореклaмa окaзaлaсь бо лее эф фек тив ной в кон текс те 
свя зей с об ще ст вен ностью и имиджa, чем пря мых продaж и мaрке тингa. В стaтье тaкже рaск-
рывaют ся с но вой сто ро ны и проaнaли зи ровaны оценкa эф фек тив нос ти ви деореклaмы по CTR и 
VTR покaзaте лям, тaкже при ве де ны стaтис ти чес кие дaнные для нaгляд но го срaвне ния.

Анaлиз, ме то до ло гия и вы во ды дaнной рaбо ты – aктуaльны, не сут знaчи мый вклaд в эф фек-
тив нос ть рaбо ты спе циaлис тов в сфе ре PR и мaрке тингa, a тaкже мо гут слу жить учеб ным мaте-
риaлом в под го тов ке но вых спе циaлис тов.

Клю че вые словa: эф фек тив нос ть ви деореклaмы, VTR, CTR, дид житaл, имидж, PR, мaрке тинг. 

Introduction 

In the modern world, where everything changes 
every minute, when technologies emerge with the 
help of which we can reach our target audience 
without leaving home, PR has acquired a completely 
new look. PR is now more important than at any 
other time. Companies open entire PR departments, 
marketing and PR today at the same level, but the role 
of PR is relatively increasing. PR is not a temporary 
trend, but a new social science. PR is the science of 
relations between subject and society. Sarah Tomley 
writes in the book “The sociology book” “Sociality 
is the spirit of the XXI century, the century of 
technology and the transience of time” (Tomley S., 

Hobbs M., Todd M. Weeks M., 2015). Every day, 
PR specialists reveal new ways to influence the 
target audience, the public. But the basics of public 
relations remain unchanged and form the basis of 
new technologies, trends and tools. The basis of PR 
is the attitude of target public groups (audiences), 
the basis of marketing ‒ sales (Jefkins F., 1994).

The PR market is gaining momentum every day, 
and specialists in this field use new technological 
solutions for greater productivity. Modern PR 
in practice gradually goes online with the target 
audience. But PR and marketing as a science do 
not keep pace with modern realities in assessing 
the effectiveness of certain technological tools. 
Subsequently, often new untested tools lead to a loss 
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of traffic and budget. This is what makes the goal of 
the study evaluating the effectiveness of advertising 
in digital environment relevant and significant in 
practice in comparison with the classical tools of 
PR-technologies.

This article provides a comparative analysis 
of the effectiveness of VTR (screening) and CTR 
(clickability) in digital video advertising.

What is VTR and CTR? Why do we examine 
their effectiveness?

VTR is an indicator based on the number 
of views before the end of the video to the total 
number of impressions, and CTR is the indicator of 
the number of clicks to the shows. There are also 
many other indicators for evaluating advertising 
effectiveness, such as CPM, CPI, CPT, CPA, etc. But 
research is conducted in the context of PR, VTR is 
more effective in this direction, and CTR is the most 
popular and most common unit of measurement 
(DMM., 2018).

Video advertising on the modern Internet and 
smart TV is a frequent phenomenon and at this 
time is considered one of the most effective types 
of online advertising (Mowat J., 2018). Advertising 
companies and customers use CTR to a greater 
degree and focus on greater click-throughness of 
advertising. But the visibility and the moment of the 
effect of advertising remain outside the attention of 
customers and customer-oriented marketers.

The purpose of this study is to analyze the 
performance indicators of the effectiveness of VTR and 
CTR of a technologically advanced tool such as digital 
video advertising that is widespread in marketing, and 
to prove the most effective video advertising in terms 
of image and PR using data analysis.

In this work, we use the following qualitative and 
quantitative research methods to collect information 
and materials: a focus group method, an online and 
offline survey method, a survey method. The method 
of focus groups was chosen specifically to identify 
key aspects, highlighting issues that reveal the 
essence of the project. Focus group is determined by 
the method of questioning. After they are presented 
with a project presentation, a discussion is held 
on this topic, questions are asked and answers 
are found. The first-year undergraduates of the 
faculty of journalism of Al-Farabi Kazakh National 
University, more precisely, students of specialties 
of PR, international journalism, general journalism, 
publishing and design take part in the method of 
focus groups, questioning and offline polling. The 
online survey method on the SurveyMonkey.com 
platform involves everyone from the city of Almaty 
in an amount of not more than 100 respondents.

According to the analysis carried out, video 
advertising turned out to be more effective in the 
context of public relations and image than direct 
sales and marketing. The article also reveals the 
new side and analyzes the effectiveness of video 
advertising on CTR and VTR indicators, also 
provides statistical data for visual comparison.

The analysis, methodology and conclusions 
of this work are relevant, they make a significant 
contribution to the effectiveness of the work of 
specialists in the field of PR and marketing, and can 
also serve as educational material in the training of 
new specialists.

Research Questions
Determining the objectives of the study is a 

priority in this article, since it focuses on a narrower 
and clearer goal ‒ to evaluate the effectiveness of 
VTR and CTR video advertising. In this study, 
we set the tasks in the form of questions that will 
look for an answer. In the article we consider the 
following questions:

RQ1: What are the View-through rates, by what 
factors is it more effective than the traditional Click-
through rates in general?

RQ2: For what purpose it is advisable to 
use video advertising: image, PR or direct sales, 
marketing?

RQ3: How productive is the use of VTR or CTR 
of evaluation indicators in digital video advertising 
in PR campaigns?

Literature review
Online video is the trend of recent years, along 

with the growth of mobile traffic. These topics 
affect virtually every industry conference and every 
market review. We see how the share of online video 
in clients’ splits is growing from year to year, this is 
especially relevant against the background of falling 
television views and annual inflation on TV (Kataria 
A., 2018).

In this matter, it is impossible not to note the 
insight of social. networks that, just after catching the 
breath of wind, immediately changed their profile ‒ 
a kind of chameleon effect. Now they are no longer 
just about pictures of friends in the news feed ‒ they 
are competing with the largest video platforms for 
their piece of video advertising pie. There was a 
whole galaxy of out-stream video networks, which 
are also not far behind in the hunt for promising 
advertising budgets (Social Media Today, 2017).

Many traditional TV advertisers have thought 
about reshaping their modality, increasing 
investment in online video. This bold decision 
somewhat outpaced market realities ‒ the question 
of assessing the effectiveness of online video is still 
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relevant (Camp N., 2014). There are still rhetorical 
questions in the market in the spirit of “Is online video 
as effective as TV?” As long as this question is not 
closed, the current market situation looks like trust 
in advance. A rather precarious situation, therefore, 
in the interests of all participants, it is important to 
continuously work on the transparency of the audit, 
improving the approaches to the assessment and 
increasing the effectiveness of this channel (Cossa.
ru, 2018).

One of the key problems of online video is a 
lack of understanding of the channel specifics. It is 
easy to get lost in all these terms, the abundance of 
platforms and formats, procurement models, show 
mechanics.

The video on the Internet is only two or three 
seconds to interest the user. We live in an era of 
content consumption in the style of Tinder and 
Snapchat. Here the issue of clinging content is as 
sharp as possible, because the user can either skip 
the video or not. It is very important that the creative 
takes into account precisely these moments, and not 
the festival ambitions of its creators.

The model of content consumption in social 
networks is somewhat different from the model of 
content consumption in video hosting sites, where 
people purposefully come to watch the video.

Important point: in the social. Network viewing 
in reports is called a three-second view. The very 
three seconds for which the user decides whether to 
watch a video or not. Of those three seconds, after 
watching which, with a 90% probability, the video 
will be oversubscribed by more than 50% of users.

It is very important on the part of analysts 
and decision-making media managers to look at 
more detailed statistics on inspections, in quartiles 
or seconds, and recalculate the CPV for that 
viewing duration, which is designed for maximum 
effectiveness of the video. We’ll talk about how 
to determine effective viewing below, but for now 
let’s fix ‒ viewing three seconds is not equivalent 
to effective contact, for three seconds the user 
passively expresses his attitude to the creative, and, 
if he has not hooked it, it means that the show is idle.

While we are still living in that time frame when 
online video remains a powerful trend, I would 
like to talk about how to approach the assessment 
of the quality of platforms at the stage of strategy 
development and recommendations for media split.

Evaluation of the quality of advertising 
material provides an understanding of how you 
can improve the quality of advertising appeal: 
its content, form of presentation, placement 
(point of contact with the consumer). Usually 

such an assessment is made in the complex of 
communicative performance.

On this topic there are no research papers, 
scientific works. The topic is also rarely present on 
the Internet. About what VTR is and what functions 
it performs the basic information is present in 
the application instructions on functional sites 
specifically designed for targeting and remarketing 
such as Google Adwords, Yandex Direct, Facebook 
Business account (often for Instagram promotion), 
and Youtube video advertising. According to google 
support View through Rate (VTR) VTR = Complete 
views (not skipped) / Impressions ’(Google Sluzhba 
Subderzhki, 2014). The difficulty in determining 
the economic effect achieved through the use of 
advertising, is that the full effect of any campaign, 
as a rule, does not occur immediately. As well as 
an increase in turnover, (and hence profits) during 
promotional events sometimes occurs for reasons 
not related to the holding of these actions. It is the 
second commercial component that causes the most 
controversy in the methods of evaluation, because 
it must be measured in numbers and show the 
effectiveness of the costs of promotion.

VTR (view-through rate) is an indicator of the 
attractiveness of advertising on sites. The analysis 
includes directly the format and content (message). 
Measured using the number of impressions and 
views (Wikipedia, 2015).

In Kazakhstan, the effectiveness of VTR is 
promoted by the marketer, Vitaly Savkov. He 
claims, that the easiest way to learn VTR is to install 
a special counter on the pages. It allows you to get 
information about the attendance of the donor site 
and the directly promoted resource (GRP.kz, 2016).

In the first case, such data may be provided:
‒ layout, charts, graphs;
‒ the number of impressions and clicks on the 

ad (usually grouped by any basis: days, method of 
publication, specific materials, etc.);

‒ CTR;
‒ information about users (contacts, survey 

results, registrations, IP addresses) (Walter E., 2014).
As for the second situation, instead of counters, 

you can use hosting logs to analyze the advertised 
resource. However, this will require appropriate 
software.

In total, there are three main parameters that are 
involved in the analysis:

‒ marketing ‒ take into account the results of the 
promotion, the quality of the campaign;

‒ organizational ‒ compliance of the planned 
activities with the current promotion scheme (if 
any), as well as the general activity of the company;
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‒ economic ‒ evaluation of financial performance 
(Hensley D., 2013).

These factors are analyzed at the time of the 
advertising campaign. Specialists engaged in 
promotion, monitor the situation, identify strengths 
and weaknesses. As a result, you can edit, supplement 
the marketing process or remove some items from it 
that have not shown a positive result.

When selecting a site for placing an ad, it is 
worth analyzing: attendance, pricing, number and 
reputation of partners. Thus, you can select a suitable 
resource where the planned advertising campaign 
will be successfully implemented (Jarboe G., 2009).

VTR calculation algorithm:
For this it is important to define three concepts:
‒ show ‒ demonstration of ads on the site. The 

user simply notices him with a glance, takes no 
action;

‒ viewing ‒ the visitor was attracted by the 
content of the advertisement, he became interested, 
put the mouse cursor on a video, photo or link 
(depending on the content placed) and kept it 
there for at least 2 seconds. As a rule, this is due to 
effective calls to action;

‒ transition ‒ a person clicked on an ad and got 
to the advertiser’s site. Transitions are the purpose of 
publishing on partner resources (Robot.txt., 2017).

Directly VTR is calculated as the ratio of the 
number of views to shows, multiplied by 100%. The 
resulting value will allow to judge the attractiveness 
of the ad, its effectiveness, the need for changes 
(The Online Advertising Guide, 2017).

Materials and research methods

The impact of promotions on a person and on the 
motive of his purchases, the assessment of attracting 
his attention, memorability of advertising, etc. shows 
the communicative effectiveness of advertising. In 
this study, both qualitative and quantitative research 
methods were applied. Qualitative research, including 
in-depth interviews with specialists in the field of 
marketing (3), PR (3), especially with specialists 
of digital and video advertising (5). The interview 
focused, firstly, on how video ads are affected, what 
result it gives to advertisers at the exit. Secondly, 
what indicators do they focus on when evaluating the 
effectiveness of video advertising, how often they use 
VTR and CTR indicators. According to the interviews, 
marketers were completely focused on CTR, and not 
very often on CPA. VTR was met in their reports, but 
mostly only because of the Google Adwords, Youtube 
toolkit. In fact, the VTR is not analyzed by the main 
number of marketers. An interesting indicator was 

that PR-specialists also rarely used look-out indicators 
and other tools besides CTR and CPA. Experts in 
video advertising claim that the first indicator on 
which you need to focus is viewing. Youtube for 2019 
ranks first in relevance in Kazakhstan. And it offers 
promotional tools like ‘True view Discovery’, True 
view for Action ’, True view In-stream’, ‘Bumper 
Ads’ (Scott M., Goeldi A., Daum K., Hein B., 2012). 
Online companies have the opportunity to use True 
View for Action, it is profitable for them to pay for 
the target action that the target audience performs. 
But as the experience of video marketing-oriented 
marketing has shown: the target action is performed 
mainly by those who watched the commercial to the 
end. It is also more efficient to convert a commercial 
through Bumper Ads to those who watched the video. 
For the target audience, it will be like an echo effect. 
Behavioral targeting or remarketing involves using 
watched videos, that is, VTR scores (Wooshi help 
learning Center, 2014). Before offering a targeted 
action, the advertisement should tell about the product, 
try to interest the consumer, and only after that can she 
offer targeted action. This means that the evaluation 
of the audience’s interest is paramount. The longer the 
video, the easier it is to make contact and get more 
memorable. A long viewed video gives more results 
than a lot of short and intrusive videos in the context 
of trust. CTR in this respect is losing efficiency, 
since many sources of advertising offer to click on 
advertising and it will disappear, there are also special 
sites that collect clicks from bots. The problematics 
of bots, children’s audiences and irrelevant audiences 
makes CTR assessment indicators practically 
ineffective. Over 90% of clicks are not relevant. 
Statistical studies by ‘Imperva incapsula’ showed that 
‘In 2016, more than 50% of the traffic generated bots’. 
In 2017, according to this company, advertisers also 
lost $ 7.2 billion due to fake traffic (Incapsula, 2017).

Video ads rated by CTR indicators mainly 
attract false traffic, bots. The VTR indicator is also 
used to solve this problem. A long video rating of 
viewing is not profitable for traffic and price for 
bots (Elektronnaya biblioteka KiberLeninka, 2015).

Using the focus group method, we analyzed our 
data after in-depth interviews with specialists. The 
focus group discussed each research question and 
the results of quantitative research methods. When 
discussing, we tried to give rather equal attention 
to CTR and VTR. The focus group drew attention 
in this regard to the fact that both performance 
indicators are not sufficiently effective separately. 
If we use only VTR or CTR indicators, we will 
not get the full picture. Interesting fact: 80% of 
prestigious advertising does not give the effect 
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of increasing profits. But companies go to these 
costs to prevent losses and maintain a favorable 
market situation, as well as for the sake of the 
prestige of the company and its products. Using the 
obtained technical data, it is possible to calculate 
3 main generally accepted indicators that provide 
information about the effectiveness of Internet 
advertising:

CTR (Climate-Through Rate) ‒ clickability or 
visitor response to advertising is the main indicator 
of the effectiveness of Internet advertising.

CTV (Cliques-To-Buy rating) ‒ conversion 
rate ‒ reflects the transition of visitors to 
customers.

CTI (Climate-To-Internet) ‒ an indicator of 
the number of interested visitors who scrolled 
through several pages of the site, or returned again, 
remembered the address of the site.

CTR depends on the type of presentation of 
advertising appeal and the circumstances of its 
display. CTB and CTI depend only on the advertiser’s 
site (Strike Social, 2017).

Table 1 – Statistics ‘Imperva incapsula’ for 2016 (Incapsula, 2017a).

Results

OLV ‒ video advertising before showing the 
main video.

The basic principles of OLV that we identified 
during the focus group are:

1. The video should be promoted on the site, 
which focuses on the video.

2. The roller should move in areas with high 
potential for coverage.

3. The video should be visible (viewability).

4. The video should be audible.
The first two points are suitable for the initial 

stage of screening and drawing up a long list of 
relevant platforms for placement.

As for visibility and hearing, these are the main 
indicators of the quality of contact with the roller, 
which help us to determine which platform suits us 
most accurately and which does not. It is these two 
indicators that are key elements of the success of TV 
and it is the loss of audibility from OLV that raises 
the question of the ability to fully replace TV with 
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OLV (Weynand D. Piccin V., 2016).
These two indicators (visibility and audibility) 

relate directly to media efficiency and it is worth 
looking at them at the stage of drawing up a short 
list of platforms for placing and identifying a key 
partner. Here, the accumulated data of independent 
audit systems (market and agency benchmarks) and 
internal data of platforms help.

But the media strategy is like a headless 
horseman: it lacks the most important thing ‒ 
creativity.

An indicator of user engagement is added to 
the four principles of media strategy, which in 
online video is called VTR (View-through rate) 
(Rouhiainen L., 2013).

Examination (VTR), not clickability (CTR), is 
an indicator of the quality of creativity. Displays the 
level of user interest in the content of the video.

So, the principles of the 360   ° OLV-strategy.
1. The video should be promoted on the site, 

which focuses on the video.
2. The roller should move in areas with high 

potential for coverage.
3. The video should be visible (viewability).

4. The video should be audible.
5. The video must be engaging (VTR).
The first stage of the strategy without changes 

is the compilation of a long list of platforms for 
placement based on the first two points. But the 
second stage will cover in more detail.

The first thing to do in the second stage is to 
assign the weight (value) of each of the three 
indicators.

Weight indicators directly related to the 
commercial. If the timing of a video is 5–6 seconds, 
then its weight is VTR (full viewing) will be lower 
than that of a video with a timing of 30 seconds, 
since the visibility of a short video is higher than that 
of a long one. Accordingly, the value of watching a 
long clip than a short one.

There are different variations of the VTR definition 
for weighing. It depends on marketing goals.

If in the 30-second video a brand appears for the 
first time only at the 15th second, and the marketing 
KPI of the campaign is Brand Awareness, then it 
makes sense to weigh the VTR 50% (inspection to 
the middle of the video), and not the VTR 100% 
(full view).

Table 2 – The results of the experiment-survey on the inspection of various types of videos and on the memorability of the video, 
brand, key message.

Another example: if the goal of a campaign is 
to increase the readability of a message, so that the 
audience has a certain brand image postponed in the 
head, and this message is embedded in a 30-second 
clip from the 15th to the 22nd second, then you 
should weigh the VTR 75% (view video).

Conclusion

Many clients like large numbers in the “coverage” 
column, so very often sites get to their media splits 
for OLV only due to the potential of coverage. If 
we delve a little into the quality assessment of such 
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coverage, then it can be understood that most of 
the coverage is actually a dummy, not literally, but 
figuratively.

Impressions occur, coverage increases, but there 
is no exhaust from such coverage, because coverage 
and frequency are increased on platforms that do 
not correspond to the content consumption model of 
users, and very often a feature of such platforms is 
the inability to use all patterns of people’s perception 
of information.

Therefore, it is very important to take a serious 
approach to analyzing the compliance of the set 
marketing objectives, features of creativity and 
specific features of the platforms for placement of 
the video. The average in the market from 19% to 
30%.

The best way to increase the effectiveness of 
video advertising is to create the most targeted 
material in the user’s language. But this is almost 

impossible to achieve due to the complexity and 
high cost of the high cost of production.

How to improve the effectiveness of video 
advertising:

‒ adapt the TV spot for the Internet
‒ make adjustments to the media plan in real 

time
‒ installation of videos with reduced timing ‒ 

from our practice, the most watched videos were 15 
seconds long.

CTR depends on the quality of advertising 
material and some functions, for example, as Wow-
roll-format. Then the video from the usual video 
turns into something more. In addition, you can 
turn off the “skip ad” button ‒ then more users 
who previously missed the ad will click on it. This 
method also contributes to the improvement of 
indicators demonstrating the effectiveness of video 
advertising. Average: 4-5%.

 Table 3 – Summary of statistical research and survey results (Survey Monkey, 2018)

According to the data we obtained as a result of 
a survey of marketers based on the results of their 
latest video advertising campaigns, we deduced 
that there is no correlation between sales and CTR 
indicators, although it is accepted that the more 
clicks, the more sales. Many clicks as we described 
above are interrelated with bots, fake traffic, child 
audiences and random clicks.

This figure is traditionally the highest in digital 
advertising, but you need to remember: not all clicks 
talk about user involvement. Some people click 

to skip commercials, and some are just random. 
Therefore, we do not recommend evaluating the 
effectiveness of video advertising only by CTR ‒ 
this is only one of the factors.

To improve the effectiveness of video 
advertising, it is worth analyzing the results after a 
change in the call to action. It’s about the inscription 
on the screen “Go to the advertiser’s site”, which 
is replaced by a suitable or more relevant call-to-
action. This will help increase the number of people 
involved and truly conscious transitions.
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